
 

 

 

 
   

 
  

  
      

The excessive customer research time was primarily due to customer 
information residing in many fragmented, siloed systems. To properly 
service a call, associates often had to access at least 5 different systems 
(sometimes as many as 15) to find, gather and review customer 
account data, holdings, past interactions, customer likes and dislikes 
and other essential information.

A competitive review of customer intelligence tools led the company to 
select Attivio’s 360 Degree View of the Customer solution. Powered by 
Attivio's Active Intelligence Engine (AIE), the solution unifies customer 
data, notes, communication history and other key information to better 
serve, engage and retain customers, while also enabling new up-selling 
and cross-selling opportunities closely aligning with customer interests.

Solution: Attivio-powered 360 Degree View of the Customer, leaving 
no information behind. Attivio enables a true 360-degree view of the 
customer by rapidly eliminating frustrating information silos. Attivo 
makes this possible by freely integrating and correlating structured 
data (databases) with related unstructured content (notes and other 
text), with no data modeling required. 

Attivio also derives new analytic value from content by applying  
advanced text analytics, such as extraction of entities and key phrases  
(names, investment terms, etc.) as well as sentiment analysis of 
customer interests, likes and dislikes expressed within email messages, 
live chat transcripts, and call notes stored in Siebel CRM.

With all structured data and unstructured content fully processed and 
ingested into the Attivio universal index, it is now possible to provide 
customized visual presentations of customer sentiment over time, 
correlated with such relevant structured data as customer account 
details, transaction history and demographics. Attivio supports a wide 
array of end user interfaces, including such leading data visualization 
tools as TIBCO Spotfire, Qlik and Tableau.

The company concluded Attivio’s 360 Degree View of the Customer 
solution would free its associates from hunting for key customer 
information buried in siloed systems, and empower them to more 
effectively serve, retain and engage customers.

Attivio provides unified, 
visual, end-to-end insight 

into each customer 
relationship, resulting in 

50% fewer calls placed on 
hold and 30% more      

up-sell/cross-sell offers 
closely matching 

customer interests.

360 Degree View of the Customer 
Case Study: Financial Services 
GE Aviation

Attivio, Inc. • 275 Grove Street • Newton, MA 02466 USA • o +1.857.226.5040 • f +1.857.226.5072 
info@attivio.com • www.attivio.com

Customer profile: 

One of the largest diversified financial 
services organizations in the world and 
leading providers of retirement services 
and workplace savings plans in the U.S. 
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In the sample view below, a! associate can quickly navigate to a specific customer to quickly explore and 
review the state of the customer relationship in aggregate, over time and by entity. By understanding patterns 
or common themes from past interactions, representatives can effectively manage conversations with 
customers and make recommendations relevant for each customer.

For example, if an associate observes that the customer has expressed consistently negative (red) sentiment 
towards bond investments, he or she can proactively direct the conversation away from bond-related 
investment products and towards equity investments or other options.
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!"#$%&#' ()*+*&,-*%%. ,+/)01"2 !"#$%&'( (')*$+%,#-+. management; 30% increase in relevant upsell and 
cross-sell opportunties. Results from Attivio’s 360 Degree View of the Customer solution have been dramatic.
Call handle time and calls placed on hold have both dropped by 50%. Prior to Attivio, nearly 70% of calls fielded !" 
newly-hired #$$%&'#()$ *#+ (% !) (,#-$.),,)+ .%, ./,(*), help because they could not find needed information. 
Associates now present customers with new, personalized sales offers (over 30% more frequently than before).




